
CAN HILLARY TURN ON
ELECTRICITY IN YEMEN
BETTER THAN AQAP?
Due to the vagaries of smart phone RSS feeds, I
re-read this story over the weekend. In addition
to describing Secretary of State Clinton’s
speech before the Special Operations Forces
Industry Conference–in which she described how
special ops fit into her idea of really smart
power–it also aired JSOC complaints about
Hillary’s proposed closer ties between diplomacy
and special ops.

But rumor has it Clinton’s vision has
its detractors — and that its
implementation in hotspots such as Yemen
and Congo has made some Special
Operations Forces officers very unhappy.
In Yemen, in particular, some commando
officers look upon the State
Department’s expanding shadow-war powers
as a bureaucratic intrusion on what
should be military territory. A source
tells Danger Room that in Yemen State
has effectively hijacked all U.S.
counter-terrorism funding, requiring a
labyrinthine approval process for even
small expenditures. According to
detractors, the funding control is a way
of cementing State’s expansion into the
Special Operations Forces traditional
remit.

McRaven does not share the officers’
objections. The admiral has
enthusiastically widened and deepened
his command’s alliances with commando
forces from allied nations — all in a
bid to build what he calls the “global
SOF partnership.” The Army 10th Special
Forces Group’s ongoing deployment to
Afghanistan is a perfect example: 10th
Group’s Afghanistan task force includes
commandos from Poland, Romania and
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several other countries. In a sense,
McRaven is becoming more of a diplomat
as Clinton becomes more of a warrior.
Meeting in the middle, they’ve
apparently chosen to be allies instead
of rivals.

In that context, Clinton’s appearance at
an otherwise minor military trade show
is an important signal. McRaven is
showing his officers that if he and
America’s top diplomat can get along,
then they can get along with their own
State Department counterparts, as well.
An evolving vision of American warfare
is counting on it.

This story came out on May 24, just a few days
after this largely unnoticed AP story described
John Brennan seizing control over targeting. One
reason for Brennan to do so, it seemed, was to
give State more direct influence over targeting.

The move concentrates power over the use
of lethal U.S. force outside war zones
at the White House.

The process, which is about a month old,
means Brennan’s staff consults the
Pentagon, the State Department and other
agencies as to who should go on the
list, making a previous military-run
review process in place since 2009 less
relevant, according to two current and
three former U.S. officials aware of the
evolution in how the government targets
terrorists.

[snip]

But some of the officials carrying out
the policy are equally leery of “how
easy it has become to kill someone,” one
said. The U.S. is targeting al-Qaida
operatives for reasons such as being
heard in an intercepted conversation
plotting to attack a U.S. ambassador
overseas, the official said.[my
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emphasis]

That is, it seems like this process–which the AP
dates to sometime in mid-April–allowed State to
bypass DOD’s vetting process by submitting
targeting suggestions directly to Brennan. And
the AP story appeared to arise out of the same
disgruntlement within JSOC as Wired’s story.

Now, I actually support Hillary’s efforts to
strengthen State’s soft power efforts; we won
the Cold War as much with soft power and oil
price manipulation as we did by bankrupting
Russia with an arms race. But we’ve sucked at it
ever since. And while I maintain my grave
concerns about running an unannounced
counterinsurgency from within NSC, I admit that
today the news from Yemen is good. Whoever’s
leading this campaign, US and Saudi-backed
Yemeni forces just took back two key cities that
AQAP has held for more than a year.

Which brings us to the tricky part: providing
not just security, but basic services at least
as well as AQAP has been doing for the last
year.

Travelling from Sana’a to the Tihama,
Abyan to Hajjah, the one thing every
Yemeni (and one grumbling foreign
journalist) has repeatedly demanded is
water and electricity. These two most
basic services are severely lacking
across most of the country, something
Ansar al-Sharia benefited from as they
set out to provide electricity, water
and food for residents in towns across
Abyan, where out-governing the state
isn’t a tough challenge.

In Lawder the local power station was
destroyed in the fighting. When asked
what they’d do for electricity one of
the commanders gave me a knowing look
and smirked: “we wait for the
government?”

As most of the country continues to
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‘wait’ for regular electricity he and I
joked about how ‘the men down the road’
[Ansar al-Sharia] could solve the
problem, probably in a matter of days.
But really this is no joke.

If Lawder is going to be held up as a
shinning example of how to crush the
insurgency then the state has to step in
immediately and provide or renew basic
services in order to convince people
government rule is the better option. At
the moment for many people across Yemen
it’s not.

See also this story, which suggests how much
tougher this problem is going to be in Yemen
than in Iraq and probably even in Afghanistan.
In Iraq, we threw money at the problem, which
promptly went into US contractors’ bank
accounts. In Afghanistan, we threw money at the
problem, which promptly went into banks in Dubai
and even to Taliban warlords.

We can match AQAP in propaganda volume, if not
efficacy. But where we continue to lose is in
our ability–exercised through a government with
a least a shred of legitimacy–to improve
people’s lives, which is the field on which
we’re now fighting.
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